
Rider: Franz Orsi and Julia Forkel Photographer: Stefano Fiorito / Location: Iceland

INNOVATION QUALITY

Stiffer, stronger and easier to inflate.
Lets go touring, fishing, yoga boarding, 
river paddling and enjoy a game of SUP Polo.

2015



ASTRO    INFLATABLE
The Worlds favorite range of travel boards has evolved further this year by closing the visual and performance gap between composite and Inflatable.

The Deluxe Technology is the stiffest construction possible with its Double Rail Band, Uni-Directional Dropstitch, Parabolic Compression Band and a Composite 
Center Stringer. Our Zen range is the highest value offering, upgrading from last years Fun Models making the boards even stronger, stiffer and more durable. 
High productivity and smart testing allowed us to improve the Zen range while keeping it as the most economical price point in the market. All Astros are now 
equipped with a US Fin Box to use any Starboard center fin, while the Deluxe range includes Hydrodynamic FCS compatible side fin boxes. 

The new V8 Double Action Pump makes inflating and deflating your board easier and faster. The V8 Easy Flow Valve system allows for continuous pumping cycles 
both in down and upward action. Our new Astro Magic Bag features rolling wheels to make traveling with your Astro easy and quick.  

Shapes have been advanced creating better rail controls and smoother rockers. This year we have improved the Touring and Racer to be even faster and more 
stable and introduced the new 11’6” Touring into the range. The new Atlas is the perfect stable all around board for people exploring of all ages, while the Blend 
and Drive have had nose and tail improvements, now offering a better glide. As well, we have a new range of Yoga boards thanks to the teamwork with renowned 
Yogi, Dashama. Our biggest board in the range, the 18’6” Starship is the ultimate 8 man racing SUP, making it the perfect team building tool. We are also excited 
to launch the new Starboard 9’6” SUP Polo board, a new sport offered by Starboard in collaboration with “Wholypaddle”. 

We have focused a lot on user-friendly accessories, offering the new FCS compatible deck inserts for mounting essentials whether it’s a phone, camera, water 
bottle or a light. The new Scotty Mounts on selected models provide a secure mount for fishing rods, allowing you to paddle and fish at the same time. The 
paddle holder on every board helps to securely store the paddle, perfect for fitness and yoga.

To ensure the highest quality in all our Astro products, we utilize a 7-man quality control team that inspects every single board before being approved to send 
out to customers. 

Roll up, Pump up, Stand up

Mathieu Rauzier
Starboard SUP Design Manager
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ASTRO   DELUXE

• 6.0” (150mm) dropstitch creates our stiffest technology.
• Deck and bottom have high strength, 0.5mm 1000 Denier laminate over a uni-directional 250 Denier dropstitch material, delivering optimum stiffness at light weight.
• Rails with 0.5mm 500 Denier polyester plain weave, for 100% air tightness covered by robust bi-axial 0.7mm 1000 Denier polyester mesh, for additional stiffness.
• 2015 rails are 70% thicker and stronger than the 2014 Astro rails.
• The parabolic compression band in the critical deck edge area, creates a curved edge, increasing stiffness with little weight penalty.
• For more stiffness, a dual stringer on the most compressive area of the deck.
• The short Starboard Astro US box helps to roll up the board as tight as possible.
• The side fin boxes will fit our standard removable Surfinz or your favourite FCS fins.
• The high grade EVA deck pad has a 4mm thick square groove in the standing area and a 2mm thick aft section, all the way to the rail of the board. 

*  8’2” Widepoint and 9’0” Converse are available in 4” for better shape ratio.

Extra stiff, light and strong. 

Linear Dropstitch

250D composite 
mesh

pVc coating

ULtra thin pVc FoiLs

1000D composite mesh

0.5 mm

ASTRO   DELUXE
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ASTRO   ZEN

• Unique 4.75“ (120mm) dropstitch for a good balance between volume and stiffness.
• Deck and bottom have 0.7mm 1000 Denier polyester plain weave laminate over the 500 Denier dropstitch material,  
   making the hull extra strong and stiff.
• Rails with 0.5mm 500 Denier polyester plain weave, secures 100% air tightness covered by robust bi-axial 0.7mm 1000 Denier 
   polyester mesh, for additional stiffness.
• The short Starboard Astro US box helps to roll up the board as tight as possible.
• 2015 rails are 70% thicker and stronger than the 2014 Astro rails.
• Flexible permanent side fins aid tracking and safety.
• Wide, light weight, 2mm crocodile skin EVA deck pads all the way to the rail of the board.

*  Astro Yoga Zen and Touring Zen boards offered in 6” (150mm) dropstitch. (11’6” Astro Touring in 4.75”)
**Astro Tiki, Junior and 9’0” Converse are available in 4” for better shape ratio.

Strong, durable and stiff.

4MM EVA

0.5MM 1000D LIGHT
PVC LAMINATE

PVC ELASTOMER

0.25K WOVEN 
COMPOSITE FIBER 

0.5K UD COMPOSITE YARNS 
OPTIMIZING LONGITUDINAL FLEX 

0.5MM 1000D 
LIGHT PVC LAMINATE

INTEGRATED NEOPRENE 
PADDLE HOLDER / CARRY STRAP 

DELUXE AND ZEN.

LIGHT WEIGHT 
ULTRA AIR TIGHT 
SEAM TAPE

SECOND LAYER OF STIFF AND STURDY 
BIAXIAL MESH REINFORCED FABRIC

COMPRESSION BAND

BiaxiaL Dropstitch

500D composite 
mesh

pVc coating

pVc FoiLs

1000D composite mesh0.7 mm

250D composite 
mesh

pVc coating
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Compression

Apex line
Tension

EXTRA  STIFF
3 key design features for stiffness; 
• a high tensile bottom created using a high fiber  
   content bottom layer.
• stiffer rails thanks to our double layer of 
   biaxial fabrics.
• a high compression strength in the deck. 

Our Double Layer Composite Stringer Technology is 
made of laminated 2000D plain weave fabric and 
provides the highest compression in the strategical 
area of the deck at the lightest weight.

V 8    D O U B L E               A C T I O N    P U M P

REMOVABLE 
FOOT BASE

SINGLE
ACTION

DOUBLE
ACTION

TIKI GAUGE

/  STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM6



DOUBLE
ACTION

SINGLE
ACTION

V 8    D O U B L E               A C T I O N    P U M P
• Inflate your board faster and easier with continuous  
pumping cycles both in down and upward action.
• With a switch, the double action valve pump can convert 
to single action for easy inflation up to 18psi.

• The ergonomically designed foot base creates a stable, 
comfortable platform for sustained effort in getting your 
board up to 18psi, in the shortest amount of time.

HOW TO INFLATE
1. Fit the removable foot base on the pump and lock   
    in place turning in the clockwise direction. 
2. Attach the hose using the air “OUT” connection. 
3. Be sure the action valve lever is in the double    
    action setting until you reach 7-10psi, then turn    
    switch to single action and continue to 18psi.

ASTRO AIR VALVE
The Astro Air Valve is positioned on the tail of each 
board and is used to connect the Pump to inflate 
and deflate the board. 

INFLATE
Remove the Tiki Cap and check that the spring 
pin is in the upright position by turning the pin 
a 1/4 turn. Connect the pump hose by turning it 
clockwise. 

DEFLATE
To deflate the board, remove the pump hose, push 
down the spring pin and turn a 1/4 turn to release 
the air. 

HOW TO DEFLATE
1. Attach air hose using the air “IN” connection. 
2. Use the single or double action setting, pump  
    until the air is completely out of the board.
3. Remove the footbase and secure to the pump 
    chamber using the provided bungee strap.

THE V8 EASY FLOW VALVE SYSTEM 
•Allows effortless action due to the increased diameter 
of the intake and exhaust valve. V8 FLOW VALVE SYSTEM 

DOUBLE
ACTION
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Single Single Single Thruster Thruster Thruster Thruster Thruster Quad

6.0” 
351 L 
14.7” 
12.9 kg

6.0” 
351 L 
16.7” 
10.9 kg

4.7”
237 L
17.1”
10.9 kg

6.0” / 4.7”
364 L / 288 L 
17.5”
12.8 kg / 14.2 kg

6.0” / 4.7”
330 L / 261 L 
15.7”
11.2 kg / 12.8 kg

6.0” / 4.7”
288 L / 228 L 
15.0”
10.4 kg / 11.7 kg

6.0” / 4.7”
300 L / 237 L 
18.9”
10.8 kg / 12.2 kg

4.0”
170 L 
18.2”
8.8 kg / 9.6 kg

4.0”
130 L
19.9”
8.2 kg 

6.0”
319 L 
13.5” 
11.2 kg

6.0”
286 L
14.6”
9.6 kg

Thickness: 
Volume: 
Tail Width:
Board Weight: 

Deluxe Deluxe Zen Zen Zen Zen Deluxe / Zen Deluxe / Zen Deluxe / Zen Deluxe / Zen Deluxe / Zen Deluxe

Single Single

14’0”X26”
ASTRO
RACER

12’6”X26”
ASTRO
RACER

16’0”X32”
ASTRO 
TOURING
UNLIMITED

12’0”X33”
ASTRO
ATLAS

11’2”X32”
ASTRO
BLEND

10’5”X30”
ASTRO
DRIVE

9’0”X30”
ASTRO
CONVERSE

10’0”X35”
ASTRO
WHOPPER

8’2”X32”
ASTRO
WIDE POINT

14’0”X31”
ASTRO 
TOURING

12’6”X31”
ASTRO 
TOURING

11’6”X30”
ASTRO 
TOURING

Single

180 kg 115 kg 105 kg  80 kg 105 kg / 95 kg 115 kg / 95 kg95 kg / 85 kg 90 kg / 80 kg 85 kg 85 kg90 kg 90 kgMax Rider Weight:

Technology:

Boxes:

Fins:

6.0”
450 L
13.4”
14.8 kg

Race Ultra Race Ultra Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” 8” 8” 8” 63/4 63/4

4.7”

4.5”
10.0+
3.0
5.0
10.0

10.0
3.0
5.0
10.0

10.0+
2.0
9.0
10.0

10.0
3.0
8.0
9.0

8.0
5.5
8.0
7.5

5.0
7.5
4.5
5.0

3.0
8.5
4.0
3.5

10.0+
3.0
8.0
9.5

10.0
3.0
8.0
8.5

8.0
4.0
9.0
8.0

7.5
6.0
7.0
7.0

6.0
5.5
9.0
6.5

4.5”
(Deluxe)

4.5”
(Deluxe)

4.5”
(Deluxe)

4.5”
(Deluxe)

4.5”
(Deluxe)

fixed (Zen) fixed (Zen) fixed (Zen) fixed (Zen) fixed (Zen)
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Single Thruster ThrusterThrusterQuadTwin/Single SingleSingle Single Single Single

4.7”
237 L
17.1”
10.9 kg

6.0”
405 L
24.0”
14.8 kg 

8.0”
1250 L
34.3”
36.2 kg

6.0”
405 L
24.0”
13.2 kg

6.0”
405 L
24.0”
13.2 kg

6.0”
405 L
24.0”
13.0 kg

6.0”
330 L
15.7”
11.0 kg

6.0”
300 L
18.9”
10.8 kg

6.0”
387 L
24.2”
11.8 kg

4.75”
250 L
24.8”
12.18 kg

6.0”
315 L
16.0”
11.6 kg

ZenDeluxeDeluxe Deluxe DeluxeZen DeluxeDeluxe Zen Zen Zen

11’2”X40”
ASTRO
FISHERMAN

18’6”X60”
ASTRO
STARSHIP

9’5”X36”
ASTRO
SUP POLO

11’2”X40”
ASTRO
TENDER

11’2”X40”
ASTRO
EXPLORER

11’2”X40”
ASTRO
YOGA 40

10’0”X35”
ASTRO
YOGA
DASHAMA

11’2”X32”
ASTRO
YOGA
CROSS OVER

9’6”X36”
ASTRO
STREAM

12’0”X28”
OCEAN 
RESCUE

11’6”X30”
ASTRO 
PADDLE
FOR HOPE

 80 kg120 kg700 kg 120 kg 120 kg 120 kg 95 kg180 kg *2people 115 kg105 kg120 kg

Dol-fin 22”Dol-fin 22”Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22” 8”8” 63/4FixedFixed FixedWhite waterWhite 
water

0.50
9.0
10.0
5.0

0.50
9.0
10.0
5.0

9.5
6.0
6.0-
8.0

10.0
3.0
8.0
8.5

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

8.0
5.5
8.0
7.5

6.0
5.5
9.0
6.5

Single

10’6”X25”
ASTRO JR.

Zen Zen

Single

4.0”
143 L
13.4”
8.8 kg

4.0”
110 L
13.4”
8.0 kg

8’0”X28”
ASTRO TIKI

50 kg 50 kg

Dol-fin22” 63/463/4 Fixed

6.0
6.0
8.0
6.0

8.5
4.0
7.0
9.0

10.0
5.0
10.0
10.0
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14'0"X 26"
12'6"X 26"   
ASTRO  RACER
“A true racing machine that fits in a backpack.”
The fastest inflatable board in the market goes even faster with the new 2015 lower rocker and refined nose shape 
offering a better entry in the water. Stability and tracking have improved as well due to the new outline that is straighter 
in front of the standing area. The new Astro Racer is built with our super light and stiff  2015 Deluxe technology and is a 
full racing machine that will beat many composite boards in races.

The ultimate choice for any Racer who wishes to travel or who simply wants a great value race board with low maintenance.
14’0” 12’6” astro air valve

Dual layer railband Race Ultra

10.0+
3.0
5.0
10.0

Rider: Zane Schweitzer / Photographer: Ben Thouard / Location: Tahiti

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe14’0”x26”

Deluxe12’6”x26”

Single

Single

90 kg

90 kg

Max Rider 
Weight:Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

6.0”

319 L 

286 L 

13.5” 

14.6” 

Board
 Weight:

11.2 kg

9.6 kg
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13.5” 

14.6” 

16'0"X 32"   
ASTRO  TOURING  UNLIMITED
“A fast and stable board for Touring and a fun board for tandem paddling”
The Astro Touring Unlimited maximizes glide with its 16’0” length to reach the fastest top speed 
against the other boards in the Astro range. Added with a comfortable 32” width, it provides a stable 
platform to cope with a range of conditions. It is also enjoyable to paddle in tandem, making for an 
even more fun and social sport. 
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad and bungee tie down for storage.

Dol-fin 22”

10.0+
2.0
9.0
10.0

Rider: Dan Gavere and Kate Ceronski / Photographer: Greg Vondoersten / Location: Jackson, WY

Rider: Andrea Franova / Photographer: Denis Rey / Location: MauritiusThickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen16’0”x32” Single180 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 450 L 13.4” 

Rider: Brandi and Giorgio Gomez / Photographer: Ben Thouard / Location: Tahiti

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

14.8 kg
 STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM / 11



Riders: Bart De Zwart / Photographer: Bart De Zwart / Location: Greenland, Arctic Tundra

BART     DE     ZWART
Master of the un-assisted SUP expeditions.
• 2014 French Polynesian Crossing
• 2013 Arctic Expedition
• 2012 English Channel Crossing
• 4x Winner SUP 11-City Tour

“While traveling on small planes to the outer ends of the world and paddling 
with equipment in difficult circumstances, I couldn’t have wished for a better 
and more reliable board. I used this board paddling between the icebergs in 
Greenland, bringing all my gear and even spending one night on the board.” 
~Bart de Zwart

/  STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM12



14'0"X 31"     
ASTRO  TOURING
“Pack all your gear and begin a new adventure”
The Astro Touring is the board for a family day trip, a weekend exploring trip 
or even those far away expeditions you have been dreaming about. The new 
shape has a great outline for good glide and speed for any short or long journey. 
Accompanied with the new Astro Magic Bag with its rolling wheels, it makes it 
the ideal travel partner for any trip with a train, car and boat or on the plane. 
Just bring it along, pump it up and start exploring.

What makes this board different from the rest is the option to bring gear and 
still have a very stable and fast board. The Touring is the only board to have 
an extra bungee fitted on the tail, so no matter how long you travel, you have 
multiple options to carry your gear. Use the special FCS inserts to attach your 
GPS, camera or drinking bottle. The Scotty inserts provides even more options 
to attach fishing gear or an outrigger. 
Let the adventure begin!

14’0”x31”
zen

Bungee straps

Fcs insert

Fcs insert

Fcs insert

Dol-fin 22”

10.0+
3.0
8.0
9.5

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen14’0”x31” Single115 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 351 L 14.7” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

12.9 kg

scotty insert

Bungee at the back

Fishing rod
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Riders: Rosie Houghton / Photographer: Graeme Murray / Location: New Zealand
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 12'6"X 31" / 11'6"X 30"   
ASTRO  TOURING
“An improved shape for our most popular boards”
Our Astro Touring boards have cruised lakes, rivers, bays and oceans all over the globe for the past two years. We have 
seen them on podiums of many local races. The rails are reduced creating a lower waterline for added stability, the 
narrow nose pierces through the water and the rocker is lowered to maximize glide and speed. 
The longer an inflatable board is, the more flexible it becomes. Starboard’s 12’6”, 14’0” and 16’0” ZEN Touring boards 
attain maximum performance from utilising 6” drop stitch materials, while our 11’6” model uses 4.75” dropstitch.
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad, paddle holder and bungee tie downs for storage.

12’6”x31”
zen

11’6”x30”
zen

Dol-fin 22” Dol-fin 22”

10.0
3.0
8.0
9.0

10.0
3.0
8.0
8.5

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen12’6”x31”

Zen11’6”x30”

Single

Single

105 kg

80 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

4.7”

302 L 

237 L 

16.7” 

17.1” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

10.9 kg

10.9 kg
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12’0”x33”
deluxe

12'0"X 33"   ASTRO  ATLAS
“One of Starboards favorite flat-water boards.”
A perfect blend of speed and stability, a fantastic cruising board that supports a lot of weight, being it heavy 
bones or small passengers. Its stability makes it a great option for beginners to learn to balance on a SUP, while 
paddling at a fast speed. 
The Atlas is a perfect alternative to a Touring board for extra stability and versatility. 
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad, paddle holder and bungee tie down for storage.

neoprene handle

8”

8.0
4.0
9.0
8.0

4.5”
(Deluxe)

fixed (Zen)

Rider: Julia Forkel, Franz Orsi and Stefano Fiorito / Photographer: Franz Orsi and Stefano Fiorito / Location: Iceland

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe12’0”x33”

Zen12’0”x33”

Thurster

Thurster

105 kg

95 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

4.7”

364 L 

288 L 

17.5” 

17.5” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

12.8 kg

14.2 kg/  STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM16



11’2”x32”
zen

11'2"X 32"   ASTRO  BLEND
“Ultimate travel companion”
The ultimate transportable flatwater-to-wave crossover. The 2015 Blend has a wide tail 
for increased stability, a straight outline for a smooth and efficient glide and a pulled in 
nose that pierces through the water. The 32” width offers a stable and forgiving ride, 
while maintaining a fast top speed. This new shape combined with the new stiffer 
technology has given a significant improvement for this best selling model. 
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad, paddle holder and bungee tie down for storage.

8.0
5.5
8.0
7.5

fixed (Zen)

Rider: Julia Forkel, Franz Orsi and Stefano Fiorito / Photographer: Franz Orsi and Stefano Fiorito / Location: Iceland

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe11’2”x32”

Zen11’2”x32”

Thurster

Thurster

95 kg

85 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

4.7”

330 L 

261 L 

15.7” 

15.7” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

11.2 kg

12.8 kg

4.5”
(Deluxe)

8”
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10'5"X 30"ASTRO   DRIVE
“New shape for the perfect flatwater-to-wave crossover.”
The Drive is one of the most popular All-Round boards for flat water cruising. Its narrow width allows for not only faster speed on flat 
water, but improved tracking, as the rider can hold the paddle at a straighter angle closer to the board. Its small length increases the 
maneuverability to explore narrower waterways, as well as having more control in the surf. 
This shape has been updated with a new tail and nose shape to better work with Astro rail shapes. 
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad, paddle holder and bungee tie down for storage.

10’5”x30”
deluxe

fixed (Zen)

Rider: Franz Orsi / Photographer: Stefano Fiorito / Location: Iceland

7.5
6.0
7.0
7.0

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe10’5”x30”

Zen10’5”x30”

Thurster

Thurster

90 kg

80 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

4.7”

288 L 

228 L 

15.0” 

15.0” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

10.4 kg

11.7 kg

4.5”
(Deluxe)

8”
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10'0"X 35"   ASTRO  WHOPPER
“The worlds most popular shape that is simply 
fun for the whole family”
The Whoppers shorter length increases the maneuverability, 
making it an easy board to turn, while maintaining good glide for 
flat-water paddling. The 35” width means it is an incredibly stable 
board that is great for surfing, stretching, fitness, yoga and river 
paddling. All this in a single backpack. 

paddle holder

Bungee straps

63/4

6.0
5.5
9.0
6.5

fixed (Zen)

Rider: Zane Schweitzer and Izzi Gomez / Photographer: Ben Thouard / Location: Tahiti

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe10’0”x35”

Zen10’0”x35”

Thurster

Thurster

115 kg

95 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

4.7”

300 L 

237 L 

18.9” 

18.9” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

10.8 kg

12.2 kg

4.5”
(Deluxe)
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9'0"X 30"   
ASTRO  CONVERSE
“A real SUP to longboard crossover.”
The Astro Converse is a great board for smaller riders on flat water and for 
those that want to enter the waves.  Its short length at 9’0” makes it easier to 
turn, while still having glide and stability to cover distance. It is also a proven 
shape in the surf, with excellent longboard-style capabilities. 

Astro Converse and Widepoint Deluxe in 4”
The Astro Converse and Widepoint Deluxe have been produced with shorter spacing 
Yarns at 4” (10cm) to maximize performance in the surf. Even at 4”, the Converse and 
Widepoint are still equipped with the added features of all Deluxe boards including the 
lightweight Dropstich and Center Composite Dual Stringer. 

Astro Converse Zen in 4”
The Astro Converse Zen is produced with shorter 4” spacing yarns for greater performance 
in the surf, but still offers the reinforced dropstitch and added features found in all 4.75” 
Zen boards. 

63/4

5.0
7.5
4.5
5.0

fixed (Zen) 8'2"X 32"   
ASTRO  WIDE  POINT
“Simply fun!”
The Astro Wide Point is a SUP for surfing travelers. It is one of only two boards to 
feature a unique tail kick, making it easy for “off the top” moves and catching waves 
comfortably due to its volume. The Deluxe Technology combined with the shorter 
length makes this board feel incredibly stiff, heightening its surfing performance.  

4.7” 4.5”

3.0
8.5
4.0
3.5
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Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe9’0”x30”

Zen9’0”x30”

Thurster

Thurster

85 kg

85 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

4.0”

4.0”

170 L 

170 L 

18.2” 

18.2” 

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe8’2”x32” Quad85 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

4.0” 130 L 19.9” 

Kick pad

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

8.8 kg

9.66 kg

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

8.2 kg

4.5”
(Deluxe)
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“Simply fun!”

18'6" X  60"   
ASTRO   STARSHIP
“The Starship is the ultimate 6 to 8 person team boards.”
With plenty of volume to accommodate up to 8 people, a perfect slender nose outline and a low entry 
rocker, the Starship is designed for maximum stability and cruising efficiency. The Starship is a great option 
for families and friends to have one board that everyone can use and enjoy together, whether its surfing, 
exploring or just having fun on the water. It’s also a perfect tool for team building, as a Starship race requires 
coordination and communication to win. A thrilling experience that MUST be tried. 

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe18’6”x60” Single700 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

8.0” 1250 L 34.3” 

Dol-fin 22”

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

36.2 kg

10.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

Photographer: Sara Codina and Albert P. Laborda / Location: Barcelona, Spain
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costa Brava, spain
sUp polo champions 
- team mexi-cans 
september 2014

SUP   POLO   CHAMPIONSHIPS
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costa Brava, spain
sUp polo champions 
- team mexi-cans 
september 2014

9'5"X 36"ASTRO  SUP  POLO
“Combining the fun of team sports with SUP”

SUP Polo is the new sport offered by Starboard in collaboration with “Wholypaddle”, linking a watersport 
with a team game. 
The SUP Polo 9’5’’ is short enough to have great control in the pool, but long enough to accelerate quickly.
The 36’’ width will give you plenty of stability to focus on the game without thinking too much on your balance.
With SUP Polo, the situation can change very quickly, thus the board is designed with Twin Tip to be able to 
reverse in a glimpse without making risky snap turns.
A set of 2 white water fins are added nose and tail to give enough tracking in both directions, while still 
maintaining great control of the board. In addition, a 63/4”center fin has been added to provide additional 
tracking, making it a more versatile board for when you’re not playing SUP Polo.

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen9’5”x36” Twin /
Single120 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

4.75” 250 L 24.8”

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

12.2 kg

sUp polo 
inflatable field including goals
* Sold separately (Liner not included)

SUP Polo inflatable goals can be 
purchased individually.
* Sold separately

sUp polo paddle
* Sold separately

White Water fin63/4

0.50
9.0
10.0
5.0
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11'2"X 40"   ASTRO  FISHERMAN
“The Astro Fisherman is the most transportable fishing craft in the market.”
Hike to your favorite fishing spot with your Astro Magic Bag on your back, go where no kayaks or 
boat can access, unroll and inflate your board and your journey starts. It is specially designed for 
extreme stability for fishermen of all skill levels and with the high volume, easily carry all your gear 
and provisions. While standing up, you have a much better vantage point to overlook the fishing 
spot and greater mobility. The flush Scotty inserts will accommodate any rod holder, allowing you to 
paddle and fish at the same time.  

scotty insert

Dol-fin 22”

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

Rider: Ingo Rotermund / Photographer: Søren Bjønness / Location: Island of Sula, Norway

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe11’2”x40” Single120 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 405 L 24.0” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

14.8 kg
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11'2"X 40"  ASTRO  TENDER
“The world’s most stable SUP boards.”
A great accessory for your yacht. Get back to the beach/harbor to purchase food 
and drinks and let the whole family have some extra fun. This incredibly stable and 
stylish looking hull enables you and your family to take part in the new adventure 
of paddle boarding.

paddle holder

Rider: Warwick Jones and Justin Carter / Photographer: Nathan Secker / Location: Hall Arm Doubtful Sound Fiordland.

Dol-fin 22”

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe11’2”x40” Single120 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 405 L 24.0” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

13.2 kg
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Rider: Jeremy Stephenson, Andrew Stephenson, Victoria Stuart, Dominic Stuart, Rosaria Davis and Summer Stephenson / Photographer: Graeme Murray / Location: New Zealand

11'2"X 40"   
ASTRO  EXPLORER
“The world’s first underwater 
viewing window”
The first inflatable SUP with a cool window 
to view the sea bottom. The extra-stable 
hull shape makes it possible for several 
people to explore the underwater world. 
The perfect summer toy for “kids” of 
any age.

Viewing window cover Underwater viewing window

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe11’2”x40” Single120 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 405 L 24.0” 
Dol-fin 22”

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

13.2 kg
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Rider: Victoria Stuart / Photographer: Margareta Engstrom / Location: The Sanctuary of Truth, Pattaya, Thailand

11'6"X 30"   ASTRO  PADDLE  FOR  HOPE
“The Astro Starboard Paddle For Hope 11’6” x 30” Touring, 
inspired by Karin Horen”

“The Paddle For Hope is a celebration of life. Our goal is to give back some strength and 
confidence to women who have been diagnosed with breast cancer, and give them the 
chance to start healing through paddleboarding.” - Karin Horen, Paddle For Hope Ambassador. 
Starboard International is donating all profit from sales of this board to Pinc and Steel to 
develop PaddleOn, a SUP rehabilitation program for men and women living with cancer. 
The Astro Paddle For Hope follows the same outline as the composite version. The shape has 
been designed to match superior glide with stability.  
Featuring 3/4 EVA deckpad, paddle holder and bungee tie downs for storage.

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen11’6”x30” Single80 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

4.7” 237 L 17.1” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

10.9 kg

Dol-fin 22”

paddle holder

10.0
3.0
8.0
8.5
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10'0"X 35"   ASTRO  YOGA  DASHAMA
“ The size is perfect for stability,  just wide enough for all levels and easy to transport.” ~Dashama

Inspired by our Yoga ambassador Dashama, the 10’0”x35” is the ultimate yoga board. The length provides enough space to perform 
all yoga poses comfortably, while still having enough maneuverability to turn the board when paddling. 
Equipped with a 2mm full EVA deckpad for the best grip wherever you are on the board. The soft EVA Carry Handle is positioned on 
the side to stop it interfering and is secured with a bungee system to stop it dragging in the water. A minimalistic paddle holder on 
the tail provides smart paddle storage. The Dashama edition has a window to see the world below when practicing Yoga. 

Bliss View Rider: Dashama / Photographer: Margareta Engstrom / Location: The Sanctuary of Truth, Pattaya, Thailand and Miami Harbor

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen10’0”x35” Thruster115 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 300 L 18.9” 
63/4 Fixed

6.0
5.5
9.0
6.5

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

10.8 kg
/  STAR-BOARD-SUP.COM28



Rider: Arabella Higgins, Adam Malinowski and Alina Gratschner/ Photographer: Sam D’Cruz | www.samdcruz.com / Location: Kanchanaburi, Thailand

Rider: Dashama / Photographer: Margareta Engstrom / Location: The Sanctuary of Truth, Pattaya, Thailand and Miami Harbor

paddle holder

11'2"X 40"   
ASTRO  YOGA  40
“Worlds most stable and comfortable Yoga 
board at 40” wide”
The Astro Yoga 40 is the most stable board in the range, 
ideal for beginners and those that want to confidently 
stay dry and comfortable, even in choppier conditions. Its 
large volume accommodates heavier riders and with its 
longer length, allows for two people to practice tandem 
yoga poses together. The 2mm full deck crocodile skin 
EVA provides grip wherever you are positioned on the 
board. The D-rings fitted on the tail and the nose provide 
anchor points to help keep your board stationary at all 
times. Equipped with a padded EVA bungee carry handle 
and a paddle holder on the tail for efficient storage when 
exercising.  

shoulder 
carry handle

11'2"X 32"   
ASTRO  YOGA  CROSS  OVER
“Take the gym to the water!”

At 11’2”x32” it is the perfect board to blend your yoga 
sessions with your fitness workouts. 
The Crossover has a narrower shape for the most efficient 
glide and speed when paddling. It is ideal for faster and 
higher intensity sprint paddling, while having comfortable 
stability for turning and performing exercises on the board. 
Equipped with a comfortable EVA shoulder carry handle, an 
EVA paddle holder and a full 2mm EVA deck pad so you can 
stretch out on your next Savasana pose. Roll your board 
into the easy to carry Astro Magic Bag and take your gym 
around the world. 

Dol-fin 22”8” Fixed

7.0
4.0
10.0+
6.5

8.0
5.5
8.0
7.5

11’2”x32” 11’2”x40”

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen11’2”x32”

Zen11’2”x40”

Thurster

Single

95 kg

120 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0”

6.0”

330 L 

405 L 

15.7” 

24.0” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

11.0 kg

13.0 kg
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Riders: Dan Gavere / Photographer: Greg Vondoersten and  Jennifer Gulizia / Location: Jackson, W
Y and Portland, OR
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9'6"X 36"ASTRO  STREAM
“Mind-blowing performance for whitewater paddling”

Designed with Dan Gavere who researched the outline and rocker 
profile to help make this the best choice for entry level and experienced 
paddlers. A stable, progressive, and bullet proof board that takes a 
first timer from navigating basic class 1 and 2 rapids to the ultimate 
in whitewater and river running performance. 
The dual walled side rail construction gives it the bomber feel and 
this combined with the sandwich laminated biaxial composite stringer 
makes for an amazingly rigid board, which is further enhanced by our 
rail torsion band, allowing for zero twisting flex. 
The compact design and massive amount of volume at 387 liters, makes 
the Stream great for heavier paddlers and big water by keeping the 
board planing over the boils and eddy line swirls. A deep concave into 
flat and slight v out the tail makes it fun to surf and doesn’t catch or 
“trip on the rail” as you exit and enter eddies. 
The fin system, configuration, and fin boxes have been modified for 
2015 and we have gone to a low profile, removable quad fin system to 
offer the ultimate in turning performance. Forward positioning on the 
fins further enhances whitewater performance for eddy turns, shallow 
water clearance, and river wave surfing. 

Equipped with deck bungee’s, handles on all four corners and center 
along with the convenient stern and bow (hull mounted) stainless 
D-Ring for easy towing or line portaging rapids. 

WHITE WATER FIN

0.50
9.0
10.0
5.0

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe9’6”x36” Quad105 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 387 L 24.2” 

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

11.8 kg
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BIG   WINDS - JET   TEAM

astro jr.

10'6"X 25"   ASTRO  JR.
“A great touring/racing board for young 
enthusiasts.”
The flat rocker offers maximum glide and the narrower outline 
allows the rider to hold the paddle closer and straighter to the 
board. The Astro Junior fits in a backpack and can be inflated in 
a few minutes. Astro technology is also the safest option for kids. 

“Most probably the only real kids’ board in the market. The  Astro 
Junior Racer is 10’6”x25”, a perfect board for 5 to 12 year old kids. 
The board is incredibly light, so kids can easily carry it alone.” 
~german sUp magazine

8'0"X 28"   ASTRO  TIKI
“The best option for kids to learn the basics of 
paddleboarding.”

The Astro technology will make the whole learning experience 
much more fun and safe. Large plastic fins without sharp edges 
improve directional stability while being totally safe. The round 
nose and tail also gives a very user friendly experience while 
paddling and trying to catch little waves. It’s a great board 
for kids, but also performs well for adults in the surf given its 
shorter length and width which increases maneuverability.

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Zen10’6”x25”

Zen8’0”x28”

Single

Single

50 kg

50 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

4.0”

4.0”

143 L 

110 L 

13.4” 

13.4” Dol-fin22” Fixed

6.0
6.0
8.0
6.0

8.5
4.0
7.0
9.0

Rider: Vatea Boersma, Tyler Tschritter, Matix Springer and Christopher Riviello Photographer: Jennifer Gulizia / Location: Portland, OR

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

8.8 kg

8.0 kg
63/4
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INTERNAL  SECONDARY  CHAMBER
For added safety an isolated chamber is 
located inside the board, providing 300 
Newton buoyancy. 

12'0"X 28"   OCEAN   RESCUE
“The safest and most innovative Ocean Rescue board in its class.”
To increase safety and to stay ahead of future regulations, we have created an extra chamber providing 300 
Newton buoyancy (150 per person). Even if one chamber punctures, the craft will not sink. It has 12 handles 
to allow the distressed person to hold onto. The handles are made self-standing to ease the usage in any 
condition. Lifeguards can easily carry the rescued person on top of the board from water to vehicle. The 
double rail band technology makes the board even more robust with its .5+.7 mm rail thickness.
The 28” hull is narrow enough for prone paddling and knee paddling. The 6” linear dropstitch construction 
provides ample stability for stand-up paddling and patrolling. The 12’0” length offers great flat water speed 
and catches waves well. With its 315 liters it provides massive buoyancy for all types of rescue missions.
The board is robust, durable, light, strong, portable and speedy, all at the same time. 

internal secondary
chamber

12 carrying handles

8” Fixed

9.5
6.0
6.0-
8.0

Thickness: Volume: Tail Width: 

Deluxe12’0”x28” Thruster180 kg

Technology:Board: Boxes:

6.0” 315 L 16.0” 

Rider: Mathieu Carpentier / Photographer: José Palacios Aguilar and Maria Obeso Del Castillo Location: Harbor of Santa Cruz, Spain

Max Rider 
Weight:

Board
 Weight:

11.6 kg

Approach victim, turn the board over, secure 
secure victim to the rail.

Hold onto the rail and victim
and turn the board back over.

Place victim in prone position 
on the board, paddle to shore.
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ACCESSORIES

ELECTRIC PUMP
• The air flow is approx. 
   140 - 150 l/min
• Takes approx 3 minutes to  
   inflate 18 PSI

INFLATABLE LIFE JACKET
• Attached d-ring to clip on  
   small accessories
• Universal adult size for 
   persons weighing more than   
   80 lbs.
• US Coast Guard Approval

DRY BAG
40 Liters
Heavy Duty backpack style 
dry bag to keep belongings 
safe and dry with front mesh 
storage compartment.

LEASHES
• Calf, Ankle and Racing options.
• 9mm strong cord surf leash 
• 6mm light race leash
• Double stainless steel swivels
• Key pocket
• 8’, 10’ and 12’ surf lengths
   or 8’ coil race.

RACE LEASH

IMPACT VEST
• CE approved
• Includes key pocket in front   
   and storage pocket in 
   the back.

ISO AQUAVEST
This ultimate survival piece 
has been carefully designed 
with bouyancy foam, comfort 
control belt, hands free SUP 
paddle loop, soft fleece lining, 
mesh pockets and front zip. 
Built for survival.

SURF LEASH
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FAQ
Q:

A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

When detaching the pump from the board, the air starts to release from the valve. 
How do I stop this from happening?
There is a little spring pin inside that locks itself in two positions:         
Deflating position (air coming out freely) and inflating position (100% Airtight). To 
switch from inflating to deflating, simply push the pin and turn a 1/4 turn. The pin 
will lock itself in a down position and the air will come out freely. To switch from 
deflating to inflating, simply push the pin and turn a 1/4 turn. The pin will lock itself 
in a up position and the air will not be able to come out unless you push the pin.

What is the difference between Zen and Deluxe Astro Technologies?
Zen = Strong, uses a biaxial Dropstich with 12cm spacing yarns and 500PVC 
laminated top sheet. 2nd layer is a robust 100D 0.7mm PVC laminate. This makes 
a stiff and very strong construction. *12’6” and 14” Touring Zen uses 015 Deluxe 
Technology ** Tiki, Junior and Converse with 10cm spacing yarns.

Deluxe = Stiffer, uses a unidirectional dropstitch with 15cm spacing yarns in linear 
direction and a 250D PVC laminated top sheet. 2nd layer is a very light / high fiber 
content 1000D 0.5mm PVC laminate.  The double stringer with 2000D composite 
mesh enhance stiffness in most critical area.

How much air should I pump into my board, and how long does it take to inflate?
The recommended pressure is 14- 18PSI, any higher you risk over inflating and 
damage. Depending on the size of your board it can take anywhere from 5-8 min.

How should I clean and how should I store my board?
We only recommend water and a mild soap.  Heavy detergents and solvents can 
damage your board. It is best to clean and dry your board, take out the fins, roll it 
up and put in the Astro bag.

How far do I tighten the screws on the fins?
Do NOT over tighten the screws. Only tighten until the fins feel snug and secure in 
the box.

Can I leave my board inflated in the sun and over night?
If leaving the board inflated, it is best to remove from direct sunlight and deflate the 
board at least 10PSI.

If I puncture my board, can I repair by myself?
Yes, you can use the supplied Astro repair kit. Or email us for more information at 
info@star-board-sup.com. 

GLUE ON / ZEN
High rake, low profile 
side fins provides good 
tracking and folds 
easily with the board. 
Made of soft material 
and designed with 
round edges for 
maximum safety.

FCS BOX / DELUXE
Starboard side fin 
box is streamlined 
to follow the foil 
of the fin and will 
accommodate any 
FCS side fins. 

US BOX / DELUXE 
AND ZEN
US center fin box 
fitted on all Astro 
boards. Short for 
easy roll up and 
compatible with 
short base US 
v Box fins.

FIN   BOXES

For more information on how to use and repair your inflatable, visit www.star-board-sup.com
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magic Bag
• Twin roller wheels on the front of the bag for easy transport.
• 2.5cm thick back support and comfortable belt strap for hiking.
• Strong, non corrosive zipper and a multitude of reinforcements.

OVERSIZE POCKET
FOR PUMP AND ACCESSORIES.

ROLLER WHEELS 
FOR EASY TRANSPORT

BREATHING SIDE WALL

NAME CARD 
HOLDER

PADDED BACK FOR 
COMFORT AND WAIST 
SUPPORT STRAP TO 
ELIMINATE BAG MOVEMENT 
WHILE WALKING.

BREATHING NET FULL SIDE ZIPPER
FOR EASY LOADING

TWIN ROLLER WHEELS

TRAVELING   JUST   GOT   EVEN   EASIER!


